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Simple Herbal Tea Bag Gift Wallet
What you will need to recreate this project:
30.5cm square (12”) Double sided quality paper
4 individually packaged tea bags
2 layering circle die cuts for decoration
Teacup die cut as embellishment
Velcro dot fastener
This is a super easy gift wallet that holds four individually wrapped teabags,
but it is simply the paper that you choose that makes this a really special
little gift. Here I went with beautiful florals, but you could just as easily
make it using a bold masculine design, or vintage shabby etc.

Step by step:
From your full sheet of paper cut two pieces, one measuring the full length of the sheet
30.5cm (12”) x 16cm (approx 16¼”), the second piece measuring 5.5 x 17.8cm (7 x 2” approx).
If you are using a directional pattern make sure the paper is upside down so that the pattern
on the front flap will end up the right way up & then measure & mark the following up the
longest edge of your larger piece; 4.3; 13; & 21.8cm (1¾; 5¼; 8¾” approx). Along the lower
edge of the piece measure & mark the centre line at 8cm (3¼”), score in all lines apart from
this final one as it is a guide only. Fold & burnish all of the lines to form the wallet wrap.
On the smaller piece of paper score a 1cm border (1/4”) down both short sides & also across
one long side, & then mark the central point along one of the long edges at 9cm (approx 3½”)
as a guide only. Score the three border lines before folding & burnishing.
Open up the wrap & apply either a narrow red line tape or Tacky glue down the edges of the
lowest section, as well as in a line up from the central measurement point, & then fold up to
form a double pocket.
Apply the same adhesive to the 1cm flaps on the additional piece, as well as in a line up from
the central marked point. Align the bottom to the fold line above the double pocket & stick
down firmly.
Add the individually wrapped tea bags & close up the wallet once more, decide on the position
of your Velcro dot & attach. Create the embellishment by layering up the two circle die cuts
with the cup die cut on top & attach firmly to the front flap of the wallet.

